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Abstract - In this paper, we have presented the cooperative free space optical (FSO) communication system with radio 
frequency (RF) backup as an application to the level crossing warning systems for Railways. Reliability analysis has been 
carried out to ensure the performance improvement over single link. Cooperative FSO link continues to work in the presence 
of rain in which the RF system fails.FSO system fails in the presence of fog whereas the RF system continues to work. The 
complementary nature of the system ensures that one of them gives desired performance in the presence of rain/fog. The 
effect of equipment failure, turbulence, pointing error, fog and rain has been studied in reliability analysis.  
 

Indexterms - Cooperative communication, FSO, Reliability analysis 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Level crossing (LC) warning systems are the safety 

systems used for signaling at the railway tracks which 

intersect with highways/roads to avoid accidents. 

Manned and unmanned level crossings are two types 
of level crossing warning systems used in Railways. 

In Indian context, almost 35,000 level crossing 

warning systems are required out of which 23,000 

level crossings are unmanned [1]. The number of 

unmanned level crossings is quite high, where the 

safety measures need to be taken very seriously. 

Generally, the communication systems are dependent 

upon radio frequency (RF) wireless systems and 

wired systems with copper/optical cables [2, 3]. RF 

systems are affected by rain and wired systems suffer 

the problem of vandalism. Free space optical (FSO) 

communication systems are the available systems 
which are not affected by rain and are easy to install. 

 

The train detection methods and communication links 

are based on magnetic sensors, audio/video 

measuring instruments, programmable logic control, 

wireless communication system with RF and wired 

systems with copper cables or optical cables. In EP 

2311709A2 [2], a safety system using RF wireless 

communication system has been proposed. The image 

of the level crossing and the image of the person 

crossing the gate are recorded at the same time and 
the information is transferred to the train via RF 

wireless communication system. In US patent 

4283031[4], the use of magnetic sensor has been 

discussed for security system. The magnetic sensors 

attached to the rail and closed to the ground are used 

to sense the train movement and rolling direction and 

finally the information has been given to 

LC.WO/2014/059487 [3] discusses the use of battery, 

solar panel, a programmable logic control (PLC) for 

controlling of warning system of the level crossing 

gates. Controlling operation of the active warning 

devices positioned at or near the level crossing is 

dependent upon signals received by the PLC from the 

wheel sensing devices. Cables/conduits are used as 

communication link in this invention. In [5-7] hybrid 
FSO/ RF system has been discussed, which shows the 

system performance under different conditions of 

atmospheric turbulence, misalignment and different 

areas. The effect of bad weather conditions has been 

discussed in [8]. To the best of our knowledge, the 

use of cooperative FSO system with RF backup in LC 

warning system has not been attempted till date. LC 

warning systems available till date are either affected 

due to vandalism of wired cables and components or 

face the effect of rain in case of RF wireless systems. 

In this paper, we have proposed cooperative FSO 

system with RF backup as an application to level 
crossing warning system which can perform well in 

case of rain as well fog. The paper is organized as 

follows: Section II explains the schematic of LC 

warning system and block diagram with the use of 

cooperative FSO system and RF backup. Section III 

explains the Markov model analysis of single relay 

cooperative FSO system with RF backup. Section IV 

explains the performance analysis of proposed 

scheme in which the increment in the availability and 

mean time between failures (MTBF) with the 

proposed scheme over direct link has been discussed. 
Section V deals with the conclusion of the proposed 

methodology used for LC warning systems. 

 

II. DESCRIPTION OF LEVEL CROSSING 

WARNING USING COOPERATIVE FSO 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM WITH RF 

BACKUP 

 

In Fig 1, a schematic for a proposed LC   

warning system using cooperative FSO 

communication system with RF back up at 

intersection of highway/road has been depicted. 

Cooperative FSO communication system has been 

deployed at both the sides, so that the signaling can 

be done for the trains coming through either side of 
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the track. Half barrier has been proposed so that the 

vehicles can be reverted back even if there is no 
signaling or wrong signaling of the level crossing 

with manual observation. In case one of the FSO link 

fails, relay link can be used as an option for 

redundancy and thus cooperative FSO 

communication ensures the availability of link. To 

compensate the effect of fog in FSO systems, we 

have used an RF backup in the system so that the 

chances of missing the signal in case of rain/fog can 
be avoided.As we can see from Fig 1 that the RF 

links are in close proximity and at the time when the 

trains are arriving from both the directions, the 

chances of interference between two beams are very 

high. This situation can be avoided by using different 

frequency ranges for both the links.

 

 
Figure 1:  Level crossing warning system using cooperative FSO communication system with RF backup 

 

In Fig 2, a single section digital axle counter 

(SSDAC) is connected to a laser assembly via a 

switch. Laser driver is used to drive the laser diode. 

The same signal is fed to two laser diodes; one 

directing towards the destination and another pointing 
towards the relay, which is responsible for making a 

relay link. The regeneration takes place at relay node 

and the signal is sent to the destination. There are two 

photo diodes placed at the destination to collect the 

signals coming from direct link and relay link. A 

combiner and decision-making circuit is there, where 

the signal processing is performed on the received 

signals via different streams. A BER estimator 

assembly is there, which is used to give an alarm; if 

the signal level goes below the pre-decided value e.g. 

10-3. In that case the communication link can be 
switched to the RF link as shown in Fig. 2. In this 

way, the communication link is always there either on 

FSO network or with RF wireless link and the 

availability of the overall network is ascertained. 

There will be a repetition of the link in mirror image 

for the train coming from the other direction. 

 

 
Figure 2:Block diagram of level crossing warning system using cooperative FSO communication system with RF backup  
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III. MARKOV MODEL ANALYSIS OF SINGLE 

RELAY FSO COMMUNICATION LINK WITH 

RF BACKUP FOR LEVEL CROSSING 

WARNING SYSTEM 

 

The Markov reliability model of cooperative FSO 

communication system with RF backup is shown in 

Fig 3.The state diagram for single relay cooperative 

FSO communication system with RF backup follows 

Markovian model as all the conditions of equipment 

failure, turbulence, pointing error, fog are random in 

nature.  The figure shows the different states for FSO 

with cooperative communication. State 1 shows that 

all the FSO links are working in a cooperative FSO 
system. λd and λi represent the direct link failure and 

indirect link failure due to equipment failure of state 

2 and state 3, respectively. Here, inverse of the 

MTBF of SSDAC has been added in λd and λi which 

is basically the failure rate considered in both the 

links, as it also comes under equipment failure. 

Repair rate of SSDAC has also been taken into 

account while doing the calculations.The repair rates 

for direct and indirect links are μd and μi, 

respectively. State 4 depicts both the links are failed 

with failure rate λb and the repair rate for equipment 
failure is μb. The effect of turbulence and PE on direct 

and indirect link is also modelled similarly as the 

effect of equipment failure. State 5 and state 6 are the 

states of direct link failure and indirect link failure 

due to turbulence and PE, respectively. State 7 shows 

the total loss of communication due to turbulence and 

PE. Communication link fails due to fog in state 8 

and switches to RF backup in state 9 with repair rate 

μr. State 9 is meant for RF backup which is used in 

case of FSO system failure and μs is the repair rate 

corresponding to the switching time from RF backup 

to cooperative FSO system as we have considered 
cooperative FSO system as the primary system in this 

paper. As soon as FSO link repairs, the 

communication system starts working with FSO link 

irrespective of the condition of RF link. State 10 

shows total system failure after which, the system 

switches to FSO system after repair [9, 10]. 

IV. AVAILABILITY AND MTBF ANALYSIS OF 

LC WARNING SYSTEM WITH COOPERATIVE 

FSO COMMUNICATION SYSTEM AND RF 

BACKUP 

 

The results obtained for availability with direct link 

and cooperative systems are given in Table I. It 

shows that the availability in case of equipment 

failure is five nines which can be increased up to 

eight nines with the use of cooperative FSO system. 

When we include the effects of turbulence, PE and 

fog, the performance deterioration in direct link and 

cooperative FSO system in terms of availability is 

three nines and four nines respectively. When we 
introduce RF backup in the system, the availability 

reaches five nines in case of direct link and six nines 

in case of cooperative FSO system which meets the 

communication grade standard [11].  

The transitions representing failure rates and repair 

rates for direct link are described below [9]: 

Direct link failure rate due to equipment failure: 

λd=1.43×10 -5 per hour   (8 yrs) [Ref 12] 

Direct link repair rate in case of equipment failure: μd 

=2 per   hour  (30 minutes) 
Direct link failure rate due to turbulence: λdt = 

4.166×10 -3 per hour (10 days) 

Direct link repair rate with power boost up: μdt = 

3600 per hour  (1sec) 

Direct link failure rate due to fog: λf = 2.083×10 -2 

per hour   (2 days) 

Direct link repair rate with power boost up for fog: μp 

= 3600 per hour (1sec) 

The transition of the states, representing failure rates 

and repair rates are described below: 

Indirect link failure rate: λi = 1.43×10 -5 per hour        

 (8 yrs) [Ref 12] 

Indirect link repair rate: μi = 2 per hour(30 minutes) 

Both the links failure rate: λb = (2λdλi)/(λd +2 λi)  

Both the links repair rate: μb = μi/2+ μd 

Both the links failure rate due to turbulence: λbt = 

(2λdtλit)/(λdt +2λit)  

Both the links repair rate due to turbulence: μbt = μit 

/2+ μdt 

 
Figure 3:  Markov model for cooperative FSO communication with RF backup 
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Table 1 Comparison of Availability for Direct Link and 

Cooperative system 

Failure 

Considered 

Availability 

of direct link 

Availability 

of 

Cooperative 

system 

Equipment 

failure(EF) 

0.99999286 

(FIVE 9’s) 

0.99999999 

(EIGHT 9’s) 

EF+turbulence 
0.99999170 

(FIVE 9’s) 

0.99999902 

(SIX 9’s) 

EF+turbulence

+fog 

0.99998592 

(FOUR 9’s) 

0.99999829 

(FIVE 9’s) 

EF+tubulence+

PE 

0.99989970 

(THREE 9’s) 

0.99999085 

(FIVE 9’s) 

EF+turbulence

+fog+PE 

0.999893918 

(THREE 9’s) 

0.99998306 

(FOUR 9’s) 

EF+turbulence

+fog+PE+RF 

backup 

0.999998852 

(FIVE 9’s) 

0.99999942 

(SIX 9’s) 

 

Table 2 shows the results for MTBF with direct link 

and cooperative FSO system. It shows that the MTBF 

in case of equipment failure is 8 years [16] which can 

be increased up to 30.79 years with the use of 

cooperative FSO system. When we include the effects 
of turbulence, PE and fog, MTBF in direct link and 

cooperative FSO system becomes 0.18years and 0.70 

years, respectively. When we introduce RF backup in 

the system, MTBF increases from 12 years to 15 

years when compared in the case of direct link and 

cooperative FSO system. 

 
Table 2 Comparison of MTBF (in years) for Direct Link and 

Cooperative System 

Failure 

Considered 

MTBF of 

direct link 

in years 

MTBF of 

Cooperative 

system in years 

Equipment 

failure(EF) 8 30.79 

EF+turbulence 3.44359 12.99 

EF+turbulence+

fog 1.35285 

 

1.83 

EF+tubulence+

PE 0.28459 

 

1.00 

EF+turbulence+

fog+PE 

0.17948 0.70 

EF+turbulence+

fog+PE+RF 

backup 

12.4553 15.82 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

From the studies given in this paper, we can conclude 
that the cooperative FSO system with RF backup can 

be used as an application to LC warning system for 

Railways. The availability of overall system increases 

from five nines to six nines which meets the 

communication grade standard [9] and MTBF 

increases from 12 years to 15 years, which makes the 

proposed system highly reliable. Here, we are using 
all wireless system with reflector at relay node which 

is not affected with the problem of vandalism of 

communication cable or repeaters. We can conclude 

that the effect of rain/fog can be compensated with 

the use of cooperative FSO communication system 

and RF backup. We have also shown that in case of 

rain, RF system does not provide sufficient BER and 

fails. In that case, cooperative FSO system works 

well. In case of fog, FSO system fails and the system 

can be switched to the RF backup. There is no 

probability of the occurrence of the rain and fog 

simultaneously. Hence the proposed system ensures 
the availability of communication link for LC 

warning system. In case of Indian scenarios, where 

most of the areas are affected by rain for a long 

period, this type of arrangement of cooperative FSO 

communication system with RF backup can be 

proposed for the level crossing warning systems 
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